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He has braces on his teeth, which he once used to help Timmy win a contest He lives in a run-down trailer with his dad, who
wears a paper bag over his head because of the humiliation he faced as a lousy baseball player.. After that, proceed with the
caution of lesser quality episodes. He strongly suspects that Timmy has fairy godparents, though when he tells people he
believes in fairies, they think that hes crazy.

Being bossed around by his bossy babysitter, Timmy cant stand it anymore, so his Fairy Godparents are there to help..
Consequently, he sometimes gets jealous when someone else wins first place in a contest.. They are several thousand years old,
and have had many, many fairy godchildren They grant wishes to Timmy so that he isnt miserable anymore.. Of course, these
fairies arent exactly geniuses, epsecially Cosmo Watch their wacky adventures youll wish for more Like fellow Nicktoon
SpongeBob SquarePants, the show has become hugely popular and has a large, devoted fan base encompassing all age groups.
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And sometimes, when Timmy grants a wish, he gets the wish wrong Her favorite things are money, torturing children, and
watching TV.. If your review contains spoilers, please check the Spoiler box The Fairly OddParents has been shown from three
different channels throughout the world: Jetix, the Disney Channel, and on Nickelodeon.

A J , like his dad, likes to invent things It flips your lid when you are a kid with fairly odd parents.. His Fairy Godparents go by
the name of Cosmo, Wanda, and baby poof who grant Timmys wishes.

He was born in the episode Fairly Odd Baby, and has since become a regular character on the show.. One day, he was playing
with a magic 8-ball and a married fairy couple named Cosmo and Wanda appeared.. He is way too young to grant wishes, but
depending on his emotions, magical things happen. e10c415e6f 
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